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The UncerTain episode one: 
The LasT QUieT day

Developer Common Games
publisher Common Games
Due 23 september
http://theuncertaingame.com/

n An episodic adventure game running on 
Unity, The Uncertain follows a group of 
robots in a post-apocalyptic world where 
humans have long been extinct. In the first 
episode, you play as engineering robot RT-
217NP, curious about the human race and 
relics of the past. Much like other episodic 
adventure games, your decisions influence 
the narrative and the behaviour and of some 
non-player characters. The serene graphics 
are polished by beautiful lighting effects too.

Lance a LoT 
Developer roCket Hammer 
publisher roCket Hammer 
Due 30 september
http://rockethammer.com/

n A rocket-boosted jousting multiplayer indie 
where players battle each other by pushing one 
another off small islands in the sky, with the 
last remaining knight being the winner. As the 
name suggests, the game is unabashedly goofy 
as players fly around the map charging at one 
another, firing explosions and getting knocked 
back by environmental traps shortly after. The 
game supports local multiplayer as well, so 
look forward to testing your jousting skills with 
friends. Anyone remember Joust?

MysTery chronicLe: 
one Way heroics 

Developer spike CHunsoft Co., Ltd.
publisher spike CHunsoft Co., Ltd. 
Due 14 september
http://www.spike-chunsoft.co.jp/furikatsu/

n An anime rogue-like strategic 
Japanese role playing game, One 
Way Heroics is a game about risk 
and reward. When traversing 
through dungeons, players 
continually move to the right of 
the screen as a bright light on the 
left corner of the screen signifies 
their impending doom with the 
game’s final boss, the Fallen 
Angel Alma. Gameplay appears to 
be deep with up to twenty classes 
to play as – one of which is a 
Danganronpa character cameo.

BaTTLeriTe 
Developer stunLoCk studios
publisher stunLoCk studios
Due september 2016
https://www.battlerite.com/

n A team-based arena brawler, 
Battlerite pits players against one 
another in two vs two and three 
vs three style matches. Characters 
vary from a tribal warrior dual-
wielding electric-enchanting 
hammers to a camouflaging 
stealth-based lizard. The game’s 
interface mirrors that of a MOBA, 
with a top down view and similar 
structured map design. That 
being said, the game looks like 
it’ll be a nice distraction and has a 
cartoon comic art style.

The Franz KaFKa 
VideogaMe 

Developer denis GaLanin
publisher denis GaLanin
Due 2016
http://kafkagame.blogspot.com.au/

n A point-and-click adventure based on 
the various stories by famous writer Franz 
Kafka. Charming pastel-painted picture 
book visuals, an atmospheric soundtrack 
and absurd characters bring Kafka’s 
The Metamorphosis, The Stoker and 
others, to life. The game’s puzzles – one 
involving origami art, and various surreal 
imagery including a man with six arms, 
a submarine outfit and an empty suit 
standing in front of a portrait in the sea – 
are intriguing to say the least.

10 to Watch
eLiosi’s hUnT 

Developer tdZ Games 
publisher tdZ Games 
Due 29 september
http://www.tdzgames.com/en

n This top-down sci-fi shooter platformy 
thing combines fast paced challenging 
gameplay with beautiful bright graphics. 
You play as wannabe bounty hunter Eliosi 
as he embarks on his first bounty contract. 
Monster and level designs look particularly 
unique with a vibrant colourful tone, as 
enemies vary from humanoid gun-wielding 
guards in an industrial space station to 
spiked shell turtles and scorpion-riding 
tribal men. There’s also a heavy emphasis on 
platforming as the player navigates through 
various terrains.
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desync
Developer tHe foreGone syndiCate
publisher aduLt swim Games
Due 2016
http://www.desync-game.com/

n Set in a cyberpunk neo-lit world, 
DESYNC is an intense first person 
shooter and was partially funded 
by the Victorian state government. 
Gameplay feels inspired by Doom’s 
fast-paced flashy aesthetic as 
fragments of colour explode on 
screen. Equipped with a varied 
arsenal, players collect new weapons 
as they defeat more bosses, and can 
use the terrain to their advantage, 
firing a blast of buckshot towards an 
enemy, propelling them towards a 
spiked trap.

norThgard 
Developer sHiro Games
publisher sHiro Games 
Due 2016
http://northgard.net/

n Northgard is a top-down real-time 
indie strategy inspired by Norse 
mythology that could very well keep 
you occupied until Civilization VI. 
Players take control of a group of 
Vikings exploring a new continent, 
building settlements and fighting Norse 
mythological creatures. Fans of Game of 
Thrones and the Vikings TV show will 
love the emphasis on dire wolves, harsh 
winter and the North. There is an online 
mode as well and AI units each have 
differing personalities.

The KarTers 
Developer Cmoar studio 
publisher Cmoar studio
Due Q3 2016
http://thekarters.com/

n The Karters is a kart racer inspired 
by the gameplay and design 
aesthetics of the PlayStation classic, 
Crash Team Racing. Being one of 
few upcoming games to support 
both online and local multiplayer, 
the game is expected to be a lot of 
arcade-y fun. Although there are 
currently only five characters, each 
are lovably quirky – including a pair 
of cheeky meerkats. Colourful map 
designs and goofy weapon designs 
make for a fun distraction.

projecT genoM  
Developer neuronHaZe
publisher neuronHaZe
Due 2016
https://pgenom.com/

n Currently in early access, 
Project Genom is a sci-fi 
MMORPG set in an open 
world. Unlike other MMOs 
that have classes and 
subclasses, players develop 
their character’s abilities 
through three flexible skill 
trees, undergoing mutations, 
experimenting with their own 
human body and enhancing it 
with cybernetic parts. You can even get a robot 
or alien companion and fly using an exo-suit. 
The world is also constantly evolving in real 
time as flora and fauna seamlessly grow around 
you as you adventure.


